Turkey’s most valuable IT brand
We are coding the future together with our customers, business partners,
employees, investors and all stakeholders as a company contributing to the
sustainable success of the customers with our products and services that appeal
to all companies from micro size to enterprise level. We create value for them
with passion and agility.
As Turkey’s largest public software company and most valuable information technology brand* we
operate in software sector as one of the leading companies since our establishment in 1984. We offer
application software to enterprises ranging in size from micro companies to large-scale corporations,
who increased innovation and creativity in our products and services, lay the foundation for sustainable
success by accompanying more than 200.000 companies so far on their journey of growth, with more
than 1,200 employees and 800 business partners in 4 different countries at 7 different locations.

Gebze (R&D)

İstanbul

İzmir (R&D)

Ankara (R&D)

Frankfurt

* Brand Finance “Turkey’s most valuable and strongest brands report”, June 2019

Bükreş (R&D)

Mumbai

Solution family
In addition to the enterprise resource planning solutions, there are many complementary solutions
such as customer relationship management, human resources management, workflow management,
warehouse management systems business analytics solutions and retail solutions. Having taken the
lead in the ERP sector in terms of number of customers for many years, we have a large and dynamic
ecosystem that extends from partners to our users, from academicians to students and industry
professionals. Along with the power stemming from this ecosystem, and believing in the dreams
of our customers, sharing the same goals and working diligently to fulfill them, we carry out our
business with the vision of coding the future together.
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The first ever IT company going
public in Turkey
Since the foundation, we have been the innovative leader of this sector with the innovations we brought
with our products, services, and business processes; more importantly with the added value we created
in the digital transformation. We have invested in different businesses and technologies, and in recent
years has made great leaps and revenue growth due to organic and inorganic growth. Going public
on May, 2000 and we became the first ever information technology company to be listed on the stock
exchange in Turkey by adopting a fair and transparent governance approach. With our free float rate
stretching up to 66%, we are one of the leading companies in Borsa İstanbul today.
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Corporate governance and sustainability
We are in the BIST Corporate Governance Index and World Corporate Governance Index (WCGI) covering
150 countries, with our current corporate governance rating over 9. Moreover, we are proud to be part of
BIST Sustainability Index since 2017.
We completed a significant portion of its 36-year-long history as the market leader in the industry, and
after a series of strategic investments aiming at transferring abroad the know-how and experience
gained in Turkey, we continue on the path towards becoming a regional player. We have been pursuing
our firm growth with 41% revenue CAGR (compound annual growth rate) in the last 10 years.
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Our awards and achievements
Besides our sustainable growth, R&D investments and contribution to exports
have been acknowledged with so many rewards by various reputable national
and global assessment institutions.
Turkey’s most valuable IT brand
According to Brand Finance Turkey’s “Most Valuable and Strongest Brand Report 2019”, we were elected
as “Turkey’s Most Valuable IT Brand” in 2019 as well. We have possessed this title in Turkey since 2017 and
maintain our leadership in the IT industry. Moreover, we have been in Turkey’s Most Valuable 100 Brands
list since 2015.
Deloitte Technology Fast 50
• Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Ranking
• Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Big Stars Award
In Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Turkey Program, which has been running since 2006, we were awarded in the
“Big Stars” category, thanks to our growth rate over the last four years, in the “Big League”, which includes
technology companies with revenues of more than 50 million euros during the 2018 fiscal year. Secondly,
we have been keeping our position in Technology Fast 50 list since 2014.
5 Top 500 IT Company Research Awards
• Special Award for Contribution to Economy of Turkey
-R&D Investment Winner Award
• Turkey-Based Manufacturer Category
- ERP Software Winner Award
- e-Invoice, e-Ledger, e-Archive Software Winner Award
- Installation Maintenance Support Service Winner Award
• IT 500 Plus Category
-Kocaeli Companies Winner Award
We received first award in 5 categories in the 20th research organized by BT Haber award.

R&D 250 - Companies with the Highest R&D Spending in Turkey
• Ranked 15th in ‘Turkey’s Top 250 Companies in R&D Expenditures’,
• Ranked 13th in the Top 100 by Number of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Employees Working in the
R&D Center
• Ranked 10th in the Top 100 by Number
of Women Employees Working in the R&D Center
• Ranked 9th in the Top 50 by Number of Brands Registered in the R&D Center.
According to the study “R&D 250-Turkey’s Top 250 Companies in R&D Expenditures” prepared by Turkishtime,
we, Turkey’s largest independent software company, managed to prove our success in 4 categories.
Services Exporters’ Association Awards
In the TIM-500 Service Export Awards held by the Service Exporters’ Association (HIB), we won the 1st prize
in the category of software and information technology services.
Lastly, we won the “Large Scale Enterprise Category Grand Prize”, which is the most prestigious award
granted by the jury within the scope of the 2018 Industry Performance Evaluation Organization of the
Kocaeli Chamber of Industry.
Turkey 2019 Investor Relations Awards
According to the 2019 survey conducted by ExtelInstitutional Investor, internationally
known for its surveys in the field of investor relations, we ranked 2nd in the
“Rising Star” category in “Turkey 2019 Investor Relations Awards”.
Approval from Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN)
Logo Vyapari is among the 8 softwares approved by the Indian Goods and
Services Tax Network (GSTN) and the only international product approved.
kariyer.net Respect for Human Awards
We were once again awarded at the “Respect for Human Awards” organized
annually by Kariyer.net

Our culture and employee experience
We have an extensive impact area with our solutions that we present in various
sectors as the largest publicly listed software company in Turkey. Our employees
are the key players behind the success stories we create. Therefore, our priority
is to offer the best work and development conditions for our employees. We
create a people-oriented work environment where each employee feels respected
and valuable, achievements are awarded, the development is supported, and
which is nourished by diversity.
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Investing in the future of the industry:
Logo Academy
With the responsibility of being among the pioneers of the information technology industry in Turkey,
we established Logo Academy in 2012 due to the lack of qualified human resources in the industry.
We aim to train specialists at Logo Academy with Logo Solutions, to increase employee capabilities of
companies that use Logo, and to help them reflect these capabilities into their business processes. In
this context, with the training we provide by experienced and specialized team members, we offer them
an opportunity to receive detailed training on Logo solutions and personal development.
We have reached approximately 8,000 people so far with the trainings provided by an experienced and
specialized team under two headlines as corporate and individual. The trainings take place mainly in our
Logo Academy classes at our Gebze campus and at training centers in Adana, Ankara, Antalya, Gaziantep,
İzmir and Samsun. Logo products are used in computer lessons in more than 100 universities and
vocational high schools, including universities from other countries such as Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan,
90 people from Logo’s customers and 1,244 from business partners benefited from the trainings. We also
provide support to more than 300 people every year, who participated in the training provided under
the training program supported by the Turkish Employment Agency to find jobs.
Total number of Logo Academy students who have found jobs in the information technology industry
has exceeded 2,500. Every year we are expanding and developing the training modules of Logo Academy
which enables transferring our knowledge to the future.
In 2020, Logo Academy was restructured as the learning and development platform of Logo Group
employees, business partners, customers, and educational institutions we established and academic
partnership.

Agile process improvement system: LAPIS
Considering the global trends such as technological developments and changing consumer habits, the
companies need swift adaptation and agility. Merging the 36 years of experience we have in the IT
industry with the lean production philosophy, we created a solution which provides the agility needed
by customers in their business processes. We began to work on LAPIS (Logo Agile Process Improvement
System) in 2008 and enabled it to enter the literature by publishing its first declaration in 2014.
With LAPIS, we created a process that encompasses every aspect of our software development process
including capacity planning, project management, quality and efficiency measurements. LAPIS as an
agile software development methodology develops itself continuously, rapidly aligns with
innovations, enables teamwork with its dynamic and offers flexible structure, and focuses
on customer needs. It produces outputs in short cycles with feedback from customers
and minimizes the risks in project development through continuous feedback. The
LAPIS process turns a software project into a product or service and enables working as
in a production line.
Logo as a software factory always reviews and improves its products and services with
the aim of zero-error. All products and services in this software factory are considered
as a worksite. Cost and revenues are planned, and future investments are made for
more efficiency.
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